Board Meeting Agenda
Date: Monday 24th June 2019
Venue: Round Foundry Media Centre
Chair: Keith Stewart
Attending:
Keith Stewart (PKS)
Shaun Watts (SW)
Deborah Egan (DE)
Sir Thomas Ingliby (TI)
Jas Athwel DL (JA
Cllr Carl Les (CL)
Cllr Richard Cooper (RC)
Stephen Parnaby (SP)
Apologies:
Mary Weastell (MW)
Peter Dodd (PD)
Emily Burton (EB)
Items
1. Welcome and Apologies. Declarations of interest
2. Minutes from last meeting and matters arising
3. Update on independent investigations
Standing items
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Governance and risk
People
Commercial
Finance
Communications

Looking head
9.
10.
11.
12.

Business Plan
Food and Drink
Recruitment of new CEO, chair and board members
AOB
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WTY Board Meeting
7th May 2019 – 09.00
Present
Keith Stewart (PKS)
Shaun Watts (SW)
Deborah Egan (DE)
Sir Thomas Ingilby (TI)
Jas Athwal DL (JA)
Carl Les (CL)
Richard Cooper (RC)
Stephen Parnaby (SP)
Tom Riordan (TR)
Apologies
Mary Weastell (MW)
In Attendance
Peter Dodd (PD)
Alex Lewis (AL)
Marie Christopher Davey (MCD)
Emily Burton (EB)
1. Board composition
The directors met ahead of the board meeting to discuss the composition of the board
and agreed that PKS should remain as interim Chair until the new CEO is recruited. The
chair role will be advertised after that. It was also agreed that MCD would attend along
with PD and AL for all future board meetings. CL was appointed Vice Chair to provide
continuity in the absence of PKS.

CL

2. Welcome and apologies. Declaration of interest
PKS welcomed the meeting and stated his focus would be on priorities, demonstrating
our value - not just cycling, rebuilding trust, keeping stress to a minimum and sharing
the work load amongst board members and the executive team.
Apologies were received from Mary Weastell. There was no declaration of interest.
PKS thanked the SMT for holding the fort during a difficult time and said he would write
to thank staff for a fantastic TDY.

3. Minutes from last meeting and matters arising
Minutes were proposed as a true record of the board conference call on the 18th April
by RC and seconded by TI.

AL
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AL proposed we investigate directors and officer’s insurance.
TI stated he received a full apology and compensation from the Sunday Times who had
accused him of lying to journalists.
4. Recruitment: CEO, chair, board members
PSK circulated a paper on the recruitment of a new Chief Executive, a discussion took
place on the merits of his proposals and potential alternative ones. JA mentioned a
headhunter based in Skipton called Horton who could be approached to undertake the
task at a much lower rate. It was agreed that a nominations committee would be set up
comprising TI, DE and SP with AL being a staff observer to manage this process and a
meeting will be held to start the process as a matter of urgency. PKS will contact the
headhunters and inform them of the process from here on in. He will also forward any
relevant emails to date to TI.

PKS
DE
TI
SP
DB

After it was decided the recruitment for a new Chair will take place after the CEO, the
focus then moved to recruitment of new board members. It was agreed we need
greater diversity of age, sex, racial background and experience and that all directors will
be appointed for the 3 year term which can be extended by 1 term by agreement with
the board.
As there is no Labour member of a local authority present on the board PKS was
requested to formally approach South Yorkshire to put forward a female Labour
councillor to join the board.
DB in his role as chair of the staff and numeration committee offered to put a paper to
the board before the next meeting with a plan to recruit new board members. It was
noted Lord Patel, James Cundell and Sarah Tahantami had expressed interest in
becoming a director of WTY. TI stated we would need a new tourism member to
replace him.
5. Future board meetings
It was agreed changes in style and content in future board meetings with more focus on
the future. The reports will be circulated before the meetings and each board member
should read the reports beforehand. We will deal with their content by exception.
Future agendas will include progress on governance matters and a risk paper.

RC
PD
MCD

In future we will be making content available publicly and RC will provide advice on
how best to do this. It was agreed that RC will consult with PD and between them
determine the resources needed to achieve the above.
MCD and PD will agree the wording of the statement to put on the website to inform
the public that papers, agenda and minutes will be available from the next board
meeting.
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6. Update on the independent investigations
BDO – Expenses Investigation
PKS had attended their office on the 3rd May to sign the engagement later and
subsequent to this Adam Smith and the team would commence work after the bank
holiday. Subsequently he had advised PKS to make the opportunity available to people
outside the organisation to report any expenses issues. This was agreed and MCD will
put a statement and proforma on the website.

MCD

Clarion – Behaviour Investigation
DE went through the process and it was agreed that none employees bringing a
behaviour issue should speak to PKS and DE. The link for current and passed employees
to request a meeting with Clarion has been out on the WTY website, but it was thought
to be insufficiently clear so MCD will review this.

7. Commercial
PD went through the success of TDY, commenting on the many complements that WTY
have received. The major oil incident in Silpho was dealt with effectively and the
women’s race was re-routed to avoid the hazard.

SW

PD stated the priority is membership retention and offered various solutions to
improve this. SW will identify a prominent Y30 member to gain support from all other
Y30 members to write a letter of support to WTY.
8. Finance
A budget reforecast 2019/2020 will take place after the year end audit in July.

AL
RC

AL had been promised finance support however none so far is forth coming so she will
contact KPMG and a previous WTY employee to check their availability.
9. Comms
MCD stated the success of the TDY was very useful both from a staff morale and from a
public support for TDY perspective.
Because of recent events it is not business as usual and this was noted in the lack of
interest in the Easter press release that received no traction.

10. Governance
PKS had received advice about a move to better governance for WTY. There is a UK
governance combined code checklist which he will circulate to all present with a
highlighted summary of it's main points. The board will be responsible for its
implementation with the audit committee supervising. KPMG can provide help if
required. We need an internal audit check to cover risk and a risk database.

PKS
AL
PD

One area mentioned was a review of talent in the company and risk of losing them. The
risk committee should also have a checklist of things that should be done when
someone leaves (keys, computer access etc.).
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Finally, PKS has concerns about office safety (lockup checklist, who has computer
access, password changes etc.) and requested sight of current systems from AL and PD.

11. Business Plan
There needs to be LA input to make the existing business plan fit for purpose and to
gain ownership. PKS will speak with Jo Miller who is already working on a Skeleton of
the plan. RC stated the benefit of the commitment of the plan would be the certainty of
the funding for the next few years.

PKS

12. Staff
Discussions took place on support needed. PKS promised the staff last month that we
will have at least 1 day p.w. HR support. He was waiting for the LAs to offer support via
Jo Miller but that didn’t happen, so we need to have an alternative.

AL

PKS approached Katherine Collins for a day a week support which she cannot do
immediately but has promised a day per fortnight from the beginning of June. She
initially responding to staff-inspired issues then dealing with the recommendations for
the investigation. She is attending the WTY offices on the 10th May to listen to staff
viewpoints.
DE suggested that once the current issues have been resolved that we aim to get
accreditation for WTY of Investors in People (IIP)
13. AOB

MCD
DE

DE offered to attend the Chelsea Flower Show and it would be appreciated if any other
directors can provide their support.
A discussion took place regarding the potential additional contribution of Dave Parkin
and, as he is on a retainer, it was agreed that we would use his existing services more
extensively.
14. Future meeting dates
It was agreed that we would meet approx. every 2 months, but we will leave dates fluid
to cope with the dynamic environment. The next meeting is set for the 24th June 10am
at Round Foundry.
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Human Resources
Update report June 2019
Progress to date
• Significant number of staff interviewed and main issues disseminated into
previous report – immediate actions / medium term actions / long term
actions (attached – strictly confidential).
• Meeting with KS / AL / PD / MC resulted in a priority actions being agreed
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Counselling for 8 most affected.
Sick pay review and introduction of attendance policy.
Time off in Lieu (TOIL) to be reviewed and new guidelines issued.
Review of holiday situation and control.
Maternity / Paternity – KC to propose possibilities to leadership team.
Review of Flexi working and recommendations
Introduction of an appraisal / performance management process.

Alongside these priorities, dealing with day to day situations e.g.
1. Complaint from member of staff about another – dealt with
informally but clearly.
2. Advising on potential disciplinary situation surrounding expenses.

Actioned
• Counselling / therapy agreed with appropriate organization and initial
appointments currently being booked.
• Introduction of sick pay at 2 weeks full and 2 weeks half pay. Accompanying
attendance policy written. Launching this week. Line management briefing to
take place.
• New holiday control system sourced – costs minimal and agreed by
Leadership team. Will also be suitable to manage TOIL. Plan to launch policy
for TOIL alongside some narrative on holiday (no proposal to increase
holiday) and the new system.
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Summary
I am still seeing a significant number of staff at every visit. This is positive as I believe
the staff feel like they are being listened to but it does mean that moving on key
areas is slightly slower than I would like. Nevertheless we have progressed some key
issues very quickly e.g. sick pay.
I am able to dedicate more time to Welcome to Yorkshire from next week and hope
to provide a presence every week.
There is still an element of mistrust between staff and the leadership team. This
trust needs to be rebuilt over the coming months.
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Commercial Report
Partnerships Board Update – June 2019
Y30
Live members
1. Addleshaw Goddard
2. Andrew Jackson Solicitors
3. Arnold Laver
4. Aspire i-gen
5. Barclays Bank
6. Biffa
7. Black Solicitors
8. Brewin Dolphin
9. Brook Taverner
10. Caddick Group
11. Chameleon Business
Interiors
12. Christeyns
13. CNG
14. Consulate of Pakistan
15. Coventry University
Scarborough Campus
16. Creative Marketing
Services (new)
17. Deloitte
18. Dovecote Park
19. Dransfield Properties
20. Esh Group
21. Eversheds
22. Gateley PLC
23. Global Autocare
24. Grantley Hall
25. Harrogate Spring Water
26. Irwin Mitchell

27. JCT600
28. Jelf
29. Leeds Bradford Airport
30. Northern Powergrid
31. Progeny
32. Raisthorpe Estate
33. ResQ
34. Scotch Corner Designer
Village
35. Sheffield United
36. Shipley College
37. Sky
38. Sky Betting and Gaming
39. Spirit of Harrogate
40. St James’s Place Wealth
Management
41. Symingtons
42. Synergy Automotive
43. Taylors of Harrogate
44. Thwaites
45. Tong Garden Centre
46. Town Centre Securities
47. Twisted Automotive
48. University of Leeds
49. Wykeland Group
50. Yorkshire Bank
51. Yorkshire Post
52. Yorkshire Water
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Membership Update – 13 June 2016
Introduction
Kayleigh Catford has recently taken on the role as Head of Membership, following Laura’s
departure, supported by Liz Tattersley, Special Projects Manager and previous Head of
Membership. In addition, the team have been without a South Yorkshire BDE since
December 2018 and a replacement for Kayleigh’s previous role, North Yorkshire BDE. Keith
Balfour will begin work as the NY BDE on 17th June 2019.
The development of a membership action plan is currently underway. This will include short,
medium- and long-term priorities to tackle the above. A summary of confirmed actions and
thoughts to date is below.
Short term priorities:
• A training session for the team, facilitated by Keith Stewart will take place on the 2nd
July.
• It is recommended that in the short term we do not recruit for the SY BDE position
and instead Kiah Ovenden (Membership Executive) will temporarily take on 50% of
the members, along with Natalie Ball (BDE WY). This will be reviewed.
• A membership working group will be set up at heads of department level, to review
membership benefits and account management across the wider team, looking at
where benefits and opportunities exist.
Medium term priorities:
• A review of the account management of South Yorkshire members will be
undertaken, identifying if there is a need to recruit or if the short-term plan has
proved successful and can be implemented long term.
• The working group will recommend new member benefits and how we can enhance
account management with support from all teams across the organisation.
Long term priorities:
• In the long term it is necessary to review the pricing and membership levels.
• Finally, a review of the management and sales to our key accounts is recommended
to maximise income across the organisation. Rosie Fyfe in the Strategic Partnerships
team currently has responsibility for creating marketing packages for those
businesses that are felt to have the potential to invest across all WTY platforms e.g.
digital, print & events.
However the potential is limited given that the membership team are only
incentivised on bringing in online revenue and therefore may not consider the wider
income opportunity and pass the lead on to Rosie. There is huge potential to bring in
more income by working smarter. Unfortunately, individual commission structures
are currently causing a barrier to this.
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Branding & Events team – May 2019
Events delivered
Tour de Yorkshire
Tour de Yorkshire Village – Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th May
As part of the Tour de Yorkshire, Welcome to Yorkshire delivered the Tour Spectator Village
in Millennium Square, Leeds during the final two stages of the race. The square was a hub of
activity including live footage of the race on the big screen, food and drink vendors,
exhibitors and on-stage entertainment throughout the weekend. Thousands of spectators
joined in the celebrations in the square over the two days.

Explore GB – 8th – 10th May
ExploreGB is VisitBritain’s flagship event providing Britain & Irish tourism suppliers and
destinations with an invaluable opportunity to meet and do business with over 200 hosted
international travel buyers from 30+ countries. Welcome to Yorkshire won the bid to host
this event in Harrogate which consisted of a two-day workshop filled with pre-scheduled, 12-1 appointments, including an evening ‘themed’ networking dinner.
As part of the hosted buyers programme, international delegates were also invited to attend
large-scale educational trips around Great Britain to showcase the wide range of product
the country has to offer.
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Events attended
Fish and Ships, Whitby - 18th & 19th May
Welcome to Yorkshire had a stand presence at the Fish and Ships vent in Whitby. The event
offered visitors an opportunity to explore everything special about the Yorkshire Coast’s
magnificent maritime culture, from the building of its boats to its multi award-winning fish
restaurants.
Malton Food Lovers Festival - 25th - 26th May
Welcome to Yorkshire joined the foodie capital of the North at Malton Food Lovers Festival.
The event is a celebration of Yorkshire’s finest produce and cooking.
Event Partnerships
Pub in the Park -31st May - 2nd June
For the first time, Tom Kerridge’s Pub in the Park came to Roundhay Park, Leeds. This is a
high profile, food and drink festival including Michelin starred chefs, well know
entertainment and exhibitors. There are 8 PITP events across the country and Welcome to
Yorkshire agreed a partnership with the Leeds edition. We supported and promoted the
event in return for branding opportunities in the run up to and during the weekend.
Other event partnerships agreed for the next few months include, Total Warrior, Countryfile
Live and Age UK Leeds Abbey Dash.
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Other event/branding updates
White Rose Awards – we received 141 entries to the White Rose Awards. The judging is
currently taking place and the finalists will be shortlisted on the 17th June.
The team are currently planning the delivery of our stand at the Great Yorkshire Show,
Countryfile Live at Castle Howard and are assisting with marketing and event commitments
for Yorkshire 2019.
Branding (cars/banners)
We have secured a permanent banner at Wensleydale Railway in Bedale.

Marketing
Chelsea Flower Show
The 2019 Welcome to Yorkshire Garden was once again designed by Mark Gregory, who
designed the hugely successful 2018 garden. Welcome to Yorkshire marked both its 10th
birthday and 10th year at the prestigious RHS Chelsea Flower Show with a garden that
captures the beauty of the county’s canals and waterways and celebrated the drama of
Yorkshire’s rich industrial heritage. Welcome to Yorkshire partnered with the Canal & Rivers
Trust who helped to source the lock gates and provided expertise to ensure the garden was
as authentic as possible. By partnering with the trust, we were able to promote the
messaging that spending time by water can make us all happier and healthier.
The 2019 Welcome to Yorkshire garden was awarded the highest honour at this year’s RHS
Chelsea Flower Show - a gold medal, along with the prestigious BBC People's Choice Award
as voted by thousands online. This was the first time a designer has won the BBC People’s
Choice for two consecutive years in a row.
The garden proved a major hit with both celebrity and VIP guests who were treated to a
specially commissioned poem about the garden by Ian McMillan as well as a paddle board
demo by the inspirational environmental activist Jo Moseley at the garden launch on press
day (Monday 20th May). During the rest of show week, the 168,000 visitors to the show
were invited to hear more about the garden and it’s links to Yorkshire from Welcome to
Yorkshire staff as well as more in depth information about Canals and Waterways from
Canal and Rivers Trust representatives, reaching both a national and international market.
This was also an opportunity to distribute 35,000 copies of the brand new Welcome to
Yorkshire Garden Guide, which contained details about the garden as well as gardens across
Yorkshire, encouraging visitors to the county.
Visitors also had the chance to meet notable artist Mackenzie Thorpe as he presented the
official artwork of the 2019 Welcome to Yorkshire garden which was on display at the
garden to the public for the first time.
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Welcome to Yorkshire facilitated two corporate After Hours functions on the garden on the
Tuesday and Thursday evenings. The Tuesday evening was hosted by Addleshaw Goddard
and the Thursday evening by Eversheds. Throughout the week WTY welcomed corporate
partners and suppliers to the garden for exclusive tours of the garden.
An infographic will be available in the coming weeks which will detail the impact of The
Welcome to Yorkshire Garden at RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
Guides
•
•
•
•
•

This is Y
LNER first class lounge distribution commenced from London Kings Cross and Leeds
stations with other first class lounge distribution planned for other lounges along the
LNER East Coast line.
Nearly 59,000 guides have been distributed since January 2019
Tea Trail
Launched on National Tea day with sponsors Yorkshire Tea
Gin Trail
Launched on National Gin day with sponsors Slingsby Gin
Yorkshire’s Little Monsters
Garden’s Guide
Launched at RHS Chelsea Flower Show with over 35,000 guides distributed over the
6 days in London

Local Authority and wider Partnerships
•
•
•
•

Harrogate BID – partnership agreed in principal
Double page in family guide
X4 standard entries in Gin
X4 standard entries in Ale
Silver Stand at GYS

Yorkshire 2019
- Harrogate Residents guide – 50,000 (40,000 to residents, 6,000 to Harrogate TIC and
4,000 to Yorkshire 2019)
- Para Guide – 200 (distributed at Ostend UCI Para Cycling Road World Cup and at a
British Cycling event)
- A6 Postcards- 1,500 in French and English (distributed at Paris Nice, Paris Roubaix,
Liege-Bastogne-Liege and local events)
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Tour de Yorkshire - Marketing 2019
- Spectator Guide 130,000 distributed through info direct, gold run, WTY events
- Start Town Route Launch Press Kit – 75
- Route Launch Press Kit – 250
- Race Press Kit – 200
- Car Stickers – 22,000 distributed through roadshows, Local Authorities, Tour Maker
Training and events attend by WTY
- Route Maps leaflet 32,000 distributed through Roadshows, Tour Marker Training,
Events attended by WTY
WTY
-

Roadbook – 1735 distributed to all teams, media, operations, police, operations, ASO
and WTY staff
Yellow Book – 50 distributed to the media teams commentating on the races
Official Artist – Mackenzie Thorpe
Official Charity – Help for Heroes final fundraising confirmed July 2019
Economic Impact Report – report finalised and findings due early July 2019 work
with Leeds Beckett University
Banners – 3m x 1m – 80 put up along the route
Handwaving flags – 15,000 handed at starts and in the publicity caravan
Local Authority Host Flags – 9 given 12ft x 6ft flags
Selfie Board – 5 created and used at start venues and in the village
The Village – spectator hub in Millennium Square over four days of the race
Eve of Tour – consisting of three events, press conference, public facing, sponsors
drinks reception
Popups – x8 for route launch and host town launch
Ambassador postcards – 4000 reprinted for the ambassadors to give away as part of
the publicity caravan
Tour de Cuisine – 1000 distributed to all members included in the guide, host towns
and through all WTY events
Education Pack – issued to schools via online downloadable PDF
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Yorkshire Bank Bike Libraries – June 2019
Overview
- 61 Bike Libraries
- 61 Donation Stations.
- 75,000 opportunities to cycle
- 6,000 bikes donated
Enterprise Fund
The sixth round of enterprise funding closed on 30th March. We have received 6
applications, 2 of which were successful:
• Oakwell Rise Primary Academy, Doncaster
•

Wensleydale Bike Club, Wensleydale

Tour de Yorkshire
YBBL were once again sponsors of this year’s Tour de Yorkshire. Activity included:
• Activation at both starts and finishes
•

Children’s race at the finish line of stage 4 (stage 3 cancelled due to weather
conditions).

•

Bike Library included in the publicity caravan

Milestones
John Marshall MBE, CEO of R-evolution has now opened his 21st Yorkshire Bank Bike
Library. A press release was issued to mark the occasion.

Cycle England Board Update June 2019
Travel Trade Engagement
We now have 11 Yorkshire cycling holidays on the market in Germany and Holland with Viva
Velo coming on board most recently with a new Yorkshire Dales holiday.
Saddle Skedaddle have informed us that their new Yorkshire Cycling Holiday has bookings of
over 100 which is hugely positive, given that Yorkshire was a relatively unknown destination
for the company before this project.
We hosted a 5 day familiarisation visit with 6 travel trade representatives in May. The group
visited Yorkshire and Lincolnshire over the bank holiday.
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Marketing and PR
We have recently secured coverage for the Way of the Roses route in Radwelt Magazine
following a fam trip in April. The magazine has a readership of 440,000.
We also hosted a familiarisation visit in April for Frankfurter Allgemeine magazine
(Germany). This focussed on Yorkshire Dales Cycle Way and the Way of the Roses. The
readership of the magazine is 930,000.
We have promoted Yorkshire and Cycle England in the following paid for media:
• Zin Magazine (Holland), A4 advert
• DB Mobil (Germany), Double Page A3 advert
• PLUS Magazine (Holland), A4 advertorial – Hollands largest magazines
• DEF Promotional Magazine (Holland), ¼ page advert
• DB Mobile (Germany), DPS A4 – readership of 1.2m
Grant Scheme
£75,000 of 2018/19 funds was allocated for business grants with the aim of making
businesses more cycle friendly. In total 23 businesses in Yorkshire benefitted, with total
investment of £49,500.
Future of the Project
The project continues to receive positive feedback from VE and therefore we were asked to
present our successes at the recent Visit England conference. Many destinations were
interested in the potential to be part of the project going forward.
Project funding runs out in September and therefore our focus is now to look at
sustainability plans. In just one year we have successfully established 10 Yorkshire holidays
on the market. We feel the potential for Yorkshire to make further progress in the
international cycling holiday market is huge.
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Communications and Digital report
Communications and PR update - May 2019
Coverage in May 2019:
• 10,713 pieces of coverage
• 4,302,434,552 reach
• £250,312,652.55 Editorial Value Equivalent (EVE)
Press trips in May:
• The Telegraph - Ilkley
• The Sunday Times – Harrogate
• The Sun - foodie tour of Yorkshire in a camper van
18 Press Releases issued
02/05 TDY Stage one report and reaction
03/05 WTDY stage one report and reaction
03/05 TDY stage two report and reaction
04/05 WTDY stage two report and reaction
04/05 TDY stage 3 report and reaction
05/05 TDY stage 4 report and reaction
07/05 Yorkshire to welcome delegates from across the globe
08/05 6 tonnes of Yorkshire cruises to London for RHS Chelsea Flower Show
10/05 Kirkstall Forge celebrates bike recycling for children
16/05 2019 RHS Chelsea Garden Press Calls
17/05 The search is on for Yorkshire’s Favourite Pub 2019
20/05

Poet and paddle boarder make huge splash on Welcome to Yorkshire’s 10th RHS
Chelsea garden

21/05 Welcome to Yorkshire’s canal garden cruises to gold
24/05

A splash of colour in Welcome to Yorkshire’s Gold Medal winning Chelsea garden as
Mackenzie Thorpe displays new artwork
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24/05 John Marshall MBE awarded for contribution to Yorkshire Bank Bike Libraries
25/05 Welcome to Yorkshire locks down People’s Choice Award at Chelsea
28/05 Yorkshire rowers embark on tour of the county
29/05 Land Art voting now open

2019 Tour de Yorkshire coverage (29th April—6th May)
Print and Online:
• 5,584 articles, including:
o 120 articles in UK National newspapers
o 378 articles on national and international news websites
• Reach: 311,877,216
Broadcast coverage*:
• 2,857 pieces of coverage, totalling 216,366 seconds (over 60 hours)
• Reach: 3,580,976,470
*(TV and Radio, excluding broadcast transmissions of 2019 Tour de Yorkshire on ITV 4)
Total reach (print, online and broadcast): 3,892,853,686
The total reach represents an increase of 332.88% on the 2018 Tour de Yorkshire.
This is mostly attributed to us gaining more national TV coverage.
Print and online outlets included:
The Daily Mail, The Guardian, BBC Online, The Sun, Sky Sports online, The Daily Telegraph,
Metro, Huffington Post, Evening Standard, The Sunday Times, The Daily Mirror, The
Independent, ITV.com, The Times
Broadcast outlets included:
BBC World Service, BBC Radio 2, BBC Radio 4, BBC Radio 1 & 1Xtra, BBC Radio 5 Live, BBC Breakfast,
BBC One, Good Morning Britain, Sky News, Sky Sports News, Channel 4 News, RTE 1 Ireland
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The Welcome to Yorkshire garden at RHS Chelsea Flower Show (19th—29th May 2019)
Print and online coverage:
• 413 articles
• Reach: 34,505,118
Broadcast coverage:

•
•

345 pieces of coverage totalling 30,010 seconds (8 hours 20 minutes)
Reach: 524,581,573

Total

• 758 pieces of coverage
• Reach: 599,086,691
Broadcast outlets included:
BBC Radio 2, BBC Radio 4, BBC One, BBC 2, BBC Radio 3, BBC News 24, BBC Local Radio
across the UK, BBC 1 Yorkshire, BBC 1 North East and Cumbria, Heart Yorkshire, Capital
Yorkshire, Lincolnshire FM, Radio Aire
Print/ online outlets included:
The Guardian, Mail online, Daily Telegraph, Yahoo!, Evening Standard, Daily Express, The
Independent, ITV.com, The Times, Financial Times, Yorkshire Post, Yorkshire Evening Post,
Telegraph & Argus, Northern Echo, Country Living Magazine, Yorkshire Times
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Digital - Board Report – June 2019
Yorkshire.com
The website was refreshed to include some new functionality, principally to enhance
members pages but also to refresh the homepage to include video content as well as
introduce a quick accommodation search.

Members Pages
Members pages we redesigned to improve the content layout which included adding video
to the media gallery and document downloads such as menus or flyers. Member pages
account for 31% of all site traffic, so it’s important we continue to invest and improve these
parts of the website. Traffic to our Members listing pages is up 11% year-on-year.
Yorkshire.com - Year to date traffic
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Pageviews: 3,669,258 (+7.41%)
Visits: 956,814 (+13.05%)
Time on site: 00:02:24 (-7.98%)
Top 10 countries:
UK (88.03%)
US (6.76%)
Australia (0.71%)
Canada (0.38%)
Germany (0.35%)
Netherlands (0.33%)
Spain (0.26%)
France (0.25%)
1. Ireland (0.24%)
2. India (0.20%)
Top 10 pages:
1. Home
2. Places home
3. Event search
4. Attractions search
5. Yorkshire Coast
6. Accommodation Competition
7. Competition
8. Pub vote
9. Events search page 2
10. Yorkshire Dales

Tour de Yorkshire
@letouryorkshire Twitter
Potential Reach: 83 million accounts (81.9 million last year so +1.34%)
Organic Reach: 5.9 million accounts (5.6 million last year so +5.35%)
Mentions: 19,989 (19,475 last year so +2.6%)
Retweets: 13,241 (12,144 last year so +9%)
Favourites: 35,556 (29,943 last year so +12%)
Followers Gained: 3,364 (3,948 last year so -14%)
Digital Jersey: 3,029 votes (1,311 last year so +131%)
#TDY, #WTDY, #TourdeYorkshire, Tour de Yorkshire, Greg Van Avermaet, Marianne Vos,
Ineos and Chris Lawless all trended on Twitter.
TDY Facebook
7,111,717 reach: (7,100,415 in 2018 so +0.16%)
630,285 engagements (589,710 in 2018 so +6.8%)
37,558 page-views (35,481 in 2018 so +6%)
3,933 page likes (4,046 in 2018 so -2.7%)
Tour de Yorkshire trended on Facebook numerous times throughout the weekend
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letouryorkshire Instagram:
31,726 likes (24,859 in 2018 so +28%)
617,287 views of our Instagram stories (247,484 in 2018 so +149%)
2,904 followers gained (2,338 in 2018 so +24%)
1,073,174 impressions (611,400 in 2018 so +75%)
Letouryorkshire.com Website
2,670,422 page views: (3,385,839 in 2018 so -21%)
466,243 unique visitors (530,938 in 2018 so -12%)
Traffic from 167 countries (top 5 were UK, Netherlands, Denmark, USA & France)

Chelsea Flower Show
Twitter @Welcome2Yorks &
Facebook
@WelcomeToYorkshire
Organic Reach: 2,265,330
People’s Choice Award
Tracked 8,000 people via
our vote link to the BBC to
vote.
Website pageviews: 7,466
pageviews - Traffic up by
nearly 200%
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Welcome to Yorkshire – Draft Interim
Business Plan 2019/20
[Executive Summary - to follow]
Need for a Business Plan
The visitor economy presents a very significant - and growing - economic opportunity for
thousands of businesses and hundreds of thousands of people across all parts of Yorkshire.
There are a number of challenges too:
•
•
•

the wider economy is facing a period of uncertainty in relation to the timing and
nature of Britain’s departure from the EU;
the tourism market is constantly changing and is increasingly competitive; and
Welcome to Yorkshire (WtY) is undertaking investigations into expenses and the
culture, governance procedures and management of the organisation following the
departure of the Chief Executive.

There is also a requirement by Leaders for a robust interim WtY Business Plan for 2019/20
as a condition for:
•
•

Ensuring that all LA membership subscriptions for 2019/20 are released (totalling
£458k).
Providing additional funding (tbc) for activities to be commissioned from WtY at a
sub regional level including via BRPs.

The purpose of this Business Plan is therefore to provide the necessary assurance to
Yorkshire’s Leaders and CXs by:
•
•
•

capturing the role and the depth and breadth of the work that WtY is doing and
successes to date;
articulating WtY’s organisational objectives in terms of delivering the aim of making
Yorkshire the best tourist destination in the UK; and
setting out next steps and the proposed 2019/20 budget to successfully continue
pursuing these objectives going forward.
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Role of WtY
Tourism is increasingly seen as a key driver in terms of Yorkshire’s economic, cultural and
social life. Welcome to Yorkshire is the strategic Destination Marketing organisation (DMO)
for the region which aims to promote Yorkshire as the best tourist destination in the UK. It
is a not-for-profit membership organisation, funded by membership income, corporate
membership income (Y30 members) partnership income through specific projects,
sponsorship and public and private sector income through LA agreements.
Objectives
As the DMO for Yorkshire, it is proposed that Welcome to Yorkshire pursues the following
objectives:
•

•

•

Promote the Yorkshire brand - positioning the region nationally and
internationally as a tourist destination through a co-ordinated regional
Destination Marketing Organisation which aims to maximise the contribution the
visitor economy makes to regional prosperity.
Grow a successful, thriving tourism sector including through:
o Thematic, place based and attraction led marketing campaigns which
reflect the full diversity and strength of the region’s visitor offer and
continuously aim to shift perceptions of Yorkshire to a modern and
contemporary place to visit while still embracing and respecting our
traditional heritage;
o Communications with global reach, including through leading edge digital
technologies;
o Sporting and cultural events and festivals which capture international
attention and inspire local pride and community cohesion;
o Providing member support and support for grass roots tourism;
o Co-ordination, collection and dissemination of research, intelligence and
data relating to the Region, including on the social and economic impact
of tourism; and
o Promoting skills and training for the industry, and to raise industry
standards by encouraging the use of nationally agreed standards.
Maximise the capacity for balanced, sustained growth – by partnering with local
and regional stakeholders including Councils and LEPs in delivering their place
making ambitions which offer visitors compelling, accessible destinations for
events and attractions across the region and encourage inward investment.
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Progress
•

There has been a period of remarkable growth in the awareness of the Yorkshire
brand, both nationally and globally, such that tourism now contributes £9bn to the
Yorkshire economy (a fifty per cent increase since 2011) with one in 10 overnight
trips taken in the UK happening in Yorkshire, and sustaining a quarter of a million
jobs.

•

Yorkshire has become a world class destination – a record breaking number of
overseas visitors have headed to Yorkshire during the first half of 2018,
outperforming any other region.

•

75% of Yorkshire people identify with Yorkshire – more than any other region in the
country according to a survey undertaken by the BBC1 . That survey concluded that
Yorkshire is now a strong, forward looking and successful brand based on “straighttalking, plain-speaking, hard-working, friendly and supportive…the Yorkshire identity
is rich with values of resilience and community.” These welcoming attributes are
huge comparative advantages in a competitive destination market place.
Compared to the same period in 2017, visitors to Yorkshire increased by 8% with
647,000 international tourists visiting the county between January and June 2018.
The latest figures show overall tourism spend in 2017 was £5bn, and £567m was by
international visitors (up 10% from 2016). Spend of visitors from the USA is growing
particularly rapidly, with visits up 27% from 2016 and 44% growth in spend.
Yorkshire reported the highest level of visitor growth of any region in 2017, boosted
by the events and attractions of the Hull UK City of Culture.

•
•

•

Achievements
This notable success has been achieved through concerted and co-ordinated efforts across
the region to promote the visitor economy, including through WtY providing strong sector
leadership and focussed activity, such as:
•

Building strong partnerships with visitor economy businesses, stakeholders and
public sector partners, including Yorkshire’s Local Authorities. Partnership working
between WtY and LAs has been progressed and has tremendous potential to coordinate efforts, exemplified by the development of bespoke and intensive place
based agreements, for example with Doncaster. These agreements provide
additional resources and aim to showcase the places and their offer (including arts,
culture and sport) to the visitor market and how they are changing and encourage

The English Question’ survey of 20,000 people commissioned by the BBC, conducted by YouGov,
and reported in June 2018
1
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•

more overnight stays and tourism spend. There is similarly strong working with the
tourism industry: WtY has more than 2,000 members and counting plus the Y30
group of fifty of Yorkshire’s leading business advocates.
• Multiple award winning marketing campaigns, communications team, and website
(Yorkshire.com) have combined to give Yorkshire an unprecedented national and
international presence: one million copies of marketing literature were distributed
last year and WtY online media reaches 1.2bn people globally
• Staging, running and supporting a huge variety of high profile events and spectacles
promoting Yorkshire as a world class visitor destination, such as:
o Gold award winning gardens at this year’s Chelsea Flower Show, inspired by
Yorkshire’s rich industrial heritage, has captured the attention and
imagination of millions – last year 168,000 visitors went to the show, 35,000
copies of the Yorkshire Gardens Guide were distributed, and there were
55,000 views of the garden time lapse build film
o 2014 Grand Depart - the Tour’s three-day visit brought an estimated boost
of £102m to the Yorkshire economy, while the UK as a whole benefitted by
£130m, with wider benefits such as the 2 million spectators who felt inspired
to cycle more frequently. In terms of legacy, it transformed the local sense
of confidence that Yorkshire could put on a show to fire the imagination and
enthusiasm of millions and showcase Yorkshire and its towns, cities and
countryside to the world.
o Annual Tour de Yorkshire which last year saw 2.6m spectators along the
route which passed through 170 cities, towns and villages and delivering
£98m of economic impacts, with overall spending up 54% on the previous
year (2017), and showcasing Yorkshire to 190m countries around the world
on TV.
o Also numerous others events and festivals, including the Great Yorkshire
Show, the White Rose Awards, and annual Y conference – the UK’s largest
tourism conference, and a summer of world class cricket as Yorkshire
prepares to welcome the Ashes and ICC World Cup.
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Next steps
It is proposed that WtY develop in partnership with stakeholders and members a 3/5 year
Destination Management Plan which:
•

Sets out where we are now and what WtY wants to achieve over the next 3 years in
terms of its core objectives:
Objectives
Promote the Yorkshire brand

Issues to address
• Refresh aims to reflect opportunities to
maximise the potential of the Yorkshire
brand – including to:
o recognise our outstanding and
diverse natural and cultural assets,
including the Sculpture Triangle
(which includes the internationally
renowned Hepworth in Wakefield),
Calderdale’s Halifax Piece Hall and
the role of heritage across the
region as a distinctive economic
drivers;
o explore leveraging the Deliciously
Yorkshire brand to raise the profile
of the regional food and drink offer
above that of other parts of the
UK; and
o pursue ambition to become the
European capital of cycling tourism
– eg to develop a long-term plan
with ASO to enhance the
classification of the Tour de
Yorkshire and secure the return of
the Tour de France.
• Review target markets to maximise reach:
families, residents, short break takers,
LGBTQ etc
• Digital strategy – 39% of international visits
are to see friends relatives, the biggest
reason for visiting Yorkshire, with 13% of
these visits lasting longer than a week. It is
therefore particularly important that the
digital service makes it easy to plan and
access the offer. This includes:
o Digital content to reflect diversity
of the Yorkshire visitor offer,
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including Pride, carnivals, religious
festivals etc especially those which
extend beyond district boundaries
o Best in class accessibility and
convenience (including mobile
access via app).
Grow a successful, thriving tourism
sector

Review and renew ways of WtY working with:
members; wider key stakeholders (such as
airports, ports, rail operators), key institutions
such as Arts Council and Yorkshire Sports
Foundation; LAs/ local Tourist Boards.
Potential consultation and engagement
methods could include:
• Public AGM with an Annual Report?
• Regular engagement with Yorkshire
Leaders and CXs?
• Re-instate Yorkshire Tourism Officers
group?

Maximise the capacity for growth

Examples could include:
• Working with Local Transport and
Highways Authorities eg on – Bike Library
sustainability planning, promoting and
informing investment in cycle
infrastructure for work and leisure, plus
signage.
• Support local place making ambitions to
promote investment in compelling,
accessible destinations for events and
attractions across the region.
• Gain further value from Yorkshire branding
post-Brexit eg by working with LEPs and
LAs to support efforts to promote business
tourism and inward investment and trade,
eg by targeting a flagship bike
manufacturer to invest in Yorkshire and
the unlock the potential of a export
opportunities for our food and drink
suppliers and businesses.
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•

•
•
•
•

Provides research and Intelligence – to offer insight to the regional tourism industry
to understand the changes taking place in the destination market, places, and labour
market (skills gaps) and the needs of members (eg through a structured annual
members survey) – and to feed as appropriate intelligence into the industrial
strategies being developed by the region’s LEPs.
Sets out the membership offer, including offer such as training/briefing events, (eg
social media, GDPR, major events), networking and promotion.
Acts as a key tool for consultation and engagement with stakeholders and partners
Sets out a 3/5 year budget
Identifies KPIs to monitor progress. The following are purely illustrative examples of
KPIs and would need to be explored further:
o To achieve a x% year on year growth in the value of tourism
o To increase staying visitor numbers from x to y
o To increase the number of day visitors from x to y
o To increase the number of overseas from x to y
o To increase the number of tourism related jobs from x to y
o To improve visitor satisfaction levels from x to y
o To increase membership from x to y

2019/20 budget
[To follow – further to clarification on sub regional commissioned financial ‘asks’ and
summary detail of the ‘offer’ in return - ie in addition to LA subscriptions and other income
streams eg membership, partner agreements and campaign and marketing income]
[Also to be pulled together and appended to the Plan: a summary of LA sub regional
tourism priorities and assets, reflecting the diversity of the Yorkshire brand ie people and
places across the region, the different local roles and priorities, including eg business
tourism for Harrogate, and identifying new opportunities for collaboration at the sub
regional and regional levels]
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